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Résumé en
anglais
Laser speckle contrast imaging (LSCI) enables a noninvasive monitoring of
microvascular perfusion. Some studies have proposed to extract information from
LSCI data through their multiscale entropy (MSE). However, for reaching a large
range of scales, the original MSE algorithm may require long recordings for
reliability. Recently, a novel approach to compute MSE with shorter data sets has
been proposed: the short-time MSE (sMSE). Our goal is to apply, for the first time,
the sMSE algorithm in LSCI data and to compare results with those given by the
original MSE. Moreover, we apply the original MSE algorithm on data of different
lengths and compare results with those given by longer recordings. For this
purpose, synthetic signals and 192 LSCI regions of interest (ROIs) of different sizes
are processed. Our results show that the sMSE algorithm is valid to compute the
MSE of LSCI data. Moreover, with time series shorter than those initially proposed,
the sMSE and original MSE algorithms give results with no statistical difference
from those of the original MSE algorithm with longer data sets. The minimal
acceptable length depends on the ROI size. Comparisons of MSE from healthy and
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